
EVERYTHING
HAS CHANGED.



ALMOST.

MP One® is
here, the one
and only two-
component
silicone gel in
one single 
bottle.



MIXAPPEAL
Thanks to the TWIST&GO Technology, 
designed and patented by Etelec, which 
enables you to mix the gel directly 
in the bottle without using any other 
containers, MP One® guarantees the 
performance that has made Etelec gel 
products a great success, also offering
maximum practicality and rapidity of 
use, even in difficult working conditions.

Etelec and MP One®, a combination of 
quality, research and innovation that 
will now change your world and your 
way.

Of working.

Two-component
re-enterable silicone gel TECHNOLOGY

TWIST
AND
GO



5STEPS
Five simple steps for an innovative 
mixing system.

The pre-set amount of 
components, make use of MP 
One® precise and error-free with 
no waste for maximum use of the 
supplied amount.

Remove the white tear-off
safety ring that prevents
accidental opening of the
capsule containing the
second component, which
also guarantees product
integrity

Screw the top yellow cap
all the way on. Check that
the blue component is
released into the bottle

Shake the bottle for 15
seconds to obtain an 
even blue mixture that 
can be checked through 
the MIXING COLOR 
CHECK window

Pour the liquid
into the enclosure
being insulated

Unscrew the cap
completely to open the
bottle

Extremely
fast reticulation, 
extremely reduced
installation
times.
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BIO
Etelec always chooses nature 
and today, with MP One®, even 
more forcefully by eliminating 
production of additional 
containers to be disposed 
of, such as bottles, jugs and 
palettes for mixing and opting 
for cardboard packaging made 
from 100% recycled materials 
and 100% recyclable, which 
becomes the real protagonist 
together with the content.
With MP One®, removing means
adding more.
Adding awareness of a 
responsible and conscious 
choice, placing nature in the 
foreground, in everything and 
for everyone.

Something
less, but so
much
more.



All-in-one bottle

COD.    ARTICLE   VOLUME

MP1O3    MP One 3OO    3OO ml

MP1O6    MP One 6OO   6OO ml

MP1O9    MP One 9OO   9OO ml

› HIGH ELECTRICAL INSULATION

› HIGH MOISTURE PROTECTION 

› RE-ENTERABLE

› EXTRA FAST RETICULATION: 8 MINUTES AT 23ºC

  the extremely rapid cross-linking enables reduced installation times.

› LOW VISCOSITY

  enables effective filling of the gaps and empty spaces inside the box

› NO EXPIRY DATE

› COMPLIANT WITH EU DIRECTIVE 2015/863 (ROHS 3)

› HALOGEN FREE

› CLASSIFIED AS NON-HAZARDOUS

   pursuant to European regulation no. 1272/2008 (clp)

› ECO-FRIENDLY

› NON-TOXIC

› SOLVENT-FREE

› ODOURLESS | NON-IRRITATING

FORMATS

FEATURES

Reticulation time at 23°C    8 min

Operating temperature      from -6O°C to +2OO°C

Dielectric strength     25,5 kV/mm

MADE IN ITALY
etelec.com
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Printed on Recytal Polyedra paper | 100% recycled | certified FSC Recycled


